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My favorite part of EnergyTech UP was learning 
how to frame my research in the perspective of a 

business model.” 

-Student Participant 

“I really like this program! So many other [similar competitions] are extremely labor and 
time intensive, and [EnergyTech UP] is a great introduction to this sector”

-Student Participant

“I enjoyed learning about 
other technologies and 

ideas from other teams.” 

-Student Participant

Webinar Will Begin Shortly



January 23, 2024
Presented by: National 
Renewable Energy Lab



Housekeeping
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• Two Options for Audio (select audio mode):
1. Listen through your computer:

Click the ‘up arrow’ next to the “mute” button in the bottom left 
corner.
Under “Select a Speaker,” click “Same as System.”

2. Listen by telephone:
Click the ‘up arrow’ next to the “mute” button in the bottom left 
corner.
Click “Switch to Phone Audio.”

• Panelists – reminder to mute your audio device when not presenting.

• To Ask a Question:
• Select the ‘Chat’ button at the bottom of your screen and type in your 

question.

• Having Trouble with the Webinar?
• A video/audio recording of this webinar and the slide deck will be made 

available.



5Photo courtesy of the EnergyTech UP 2022 University of 
Miami Structural Piezoelectric Supercapacitors Team

Tasking student teams to craft and 
present a business plan using National 
Laboratory-developed or other high-
potential energy technologies.

Tasking faculty to incorporate or expand 
energy technology commercialization and 
entrepreneurship topics into their 
institution’s educational activities.



• Build engagement between colleges, 
universities, the Department of Energy, 
national labs, and industry.

• Inspire others on the possibilities for 
leveraging energy technologies.

• Increase commercialization of energy 
technologies and help to launch careers.

• Support and improve energy technology 
education at institutions across the U.S. 

Photo courtesy of the EnergyTech UP 2022 Appalachian State University 
Solar Shepherds Team



• Seeking ideas from any and all students, faculty, schools, 
and backgrounds. Winners are chosen based on the 
strength of the plan, not the resumes of the presenters.

• National focus, with 15 different regional conveners, 
enable multiple pathways to reach the National event and 
enable presentations to judges who understand regional 
challenges. 

• Prioritized outreach to schools and individuals who, 
historically, have not had extensive relationships with the 
Department of Energy and the energy industry.

• Virtual explore events ensure all can present live to judges 
without a need for travel expenses. 

• Presenters do not need to own or control the IP for the 
technology around which the business plan is developed 
and no ownership or IP transfer occurs in the competition.

Photo courtesy of the EnergyTech UP 2022 Stanford University and 
Harvard University Rockfix Team



Low 
Barrier to 

Entry

For Students:
• Students can register with just a 200-word summary.
• Students present virtually to judges about 4 weeks later. 
• Students do not need to have an established startup.
• Students do not need to control the IP to present. 
• Students are evaluated based on the quality of the plan.
• Student finalists win $3,000 and are invited to the national 

competition, where more than $400,000 in prizes are 
provided.

For Faculty:
• Any faculty can submit an implementation plan by April 5 to be 

eligible for a share of $60,000 in funding. 
• No travel and no live presentations are required. 
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• Some past competitors found new jobs.
• Some raised more money.
• Some secured IP.
• Some incorporated as a new business.
• Some secured SBIR funding.
• Some were accepted as Fellows to 

high-profile accelerators.
• Some were accepted into national lab 

commercialization programs.
• Some won follow-on pitch 

competitions.
• Some pursued higher education 

programs.



Welcome!
Edward Rios
Commercialization Executive
U.S. Department of Energy’s 
Office of Technology Transitions



The Mission of the Office of Technology 
Transitions (OTT) is to expand the public impact of the 
department's research, development, demonstration, and 
deployment (RDD&D) portfolio to advance the economic, 
energy and national security interests of the nation. OTT 
is the front door to U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE) 
products, facilities and expertise. The office integrates 
"market pull" into its planning to ensure the greatest 
return on investment from DOE's RDD&D activities to the 
taxpayer.
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• Any faculty can submit to the Implement Phase, even if they did not submit to the Explore Phase.

• Winners announced as part of the National Pitch Event, which occurs April 15, 2024.

• $4,000 to each of the Faculty Explorers and $60,000 in prizes for the Implement Phase.
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• Derek Abrams, The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley (Edinburg, TX)
• Akosua Acheamponmaa, Norfolk State University (Norfolk, VA)
• Mohamed K.M. Ahmed, Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University (Tallahassee, FL)
• Antwon Foreman, North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University (Greensboro, NC)
• Gary Koenig, the University of Virginia (Charlottesville, VA)
• Gang Li, Mississippi State University (Mississippi State, MS)
• Heather Liddell, Purdue University (West Lafayette, IN)
• Kassandra McQuillen, J.D., Texas Tech University (Lubbock, TX)
• Brien Walton, J.D. Ed.D., Husson University (Bangor, ME)
• Maryam Younessi Sinaki, PhD, Cleveland State University (Cleveland, OH)

DOE Awards 10 Collegiate Faculty Explorer Awards for Advancing 
Energy Entrepreneurship
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• Registration closes on February 1, 2024.

• Regional Explore Events occur on February 27, 28, and 29, 2024.

• Regional and Bonus Prize Finalists each receive $3,000

• National Pitch Event occurs April 15, 2024.

• At the National Event, prizes are $50,000 for 1st place, $20,000 for 2nd Place, $10,000 for 3rd place, and $22,000 for 
each of 11 technology Bonus Prizes, the undergraduate-only Bonus Prize, and the National Lab IP Licensing Bonus Prize.
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• Student submissions must focus on technologies that produce 
and/or store energy, improve the efficiency of energy 
consumption or energy transmission, or increase the security 
and reliability of energy systems.

• Several DOE technology offices are offering technology bonus 
prizes for the best student entries in each technology office’s 
respective fields.
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• Nearly 2,000 technologies 
available for license from 
DOE’s national labs are 
summarized. 

• About 100 energy 
technologies highlighted for 
consideration by EnergyTech
UP competitors.

• Teams are not restricted to 
the technologies highlighted.
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• Technology you or your 
team members developed.

• Your institution’s 
technologies.

• National lab-developed 
technologies via the Lab 
Partnering Service.

• Emerging technologies of 
interest to you and your 
team.
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• A team composed of two or more enrolled students.
• Accredited U.S.-based collegiate institution.

• 2-year, 4-year, and/or graduate institutions invited.
• Any level student (undergraduate or graduate level).
• Team captain must be a U.S. citizen or permanent resident.
• Only students can present to judges.

• Following the close of registration on Feb. 1, teams will be 
assigned to a regional convener’s Explore Event to enable 
an equitable competition.

• Business plans that have not previously received notable 
funding may receive preference by the prize administrator. 
Competition is seeking new ideas and plans.
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• Released Sept. 27.
• Available on HeroX under 

“Resources”.
• Define eligibility, 

technologies areas of 
interest, prizes to win, how 
to enter, what to submit, 
and how winners are 
determined. 
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Category Amount Number 
Awarded

Total

Regional Finalist (up to 15) $3,000 15 $45,000

Bonus Prize Finalists (up to 1 per prize) $3,000 each Up to 13 $39,000

All Finalists Eligible for Any of the Prizes Below

1st place $50,000 1 $50,000

2nd place $20,000 1 $20,000

3rd place $10,000 1 $10,000

Technology Bonus Prizes $22,000 each Up to 11 $242,000

National Lab IP Licensing Bonus Prize $22,000 Up to 1 $22,000

Undergraduate-Only Team Bonus Prize $22,000 Up to 1 $22,000



Bonus 
Prizes

$3,000 to each finalist
$22,000 to each winner
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• Building Technologies Office: HVAC Electrification

• Geothermal Technologies Office: Innovation and Inclusiveness

• Hydrogen Fuel Technologies Office: Innovation and Inclusiveness

• Office of Electricity: Grid-Enhancing Technologies (GETs)

• Office of Electricity: Large Power Transformers (LTPs)

• Office of Electricity: Long-Duration Energy Storage (LDES)

• Office of Fossil Energy and Carbon Management: Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR)

• Office of Manufacturing & Energy Supply Chains: Smart Retrofit Manufacturing

• Office of Nuclear Energy: Accelerated Development and Deployment

• Solar Energy Technologies Office: Performance, Affordability, Reliability, and Value of Solar 
Technologies

• Water Power Technologies Office: Powering the Blue Economy

• Office of Technology Transitions: National Lab IP Licensing 

• Office of Technology Transitions: Undergraduate-Only Team





“My favorite part of EnergyTech UP was 
learning how to frame my research in 
the perspective of a business model.”

“I enjoyed learning about other 
technologies and ideas from other 
teams.”

“I really like this program! So many other 
[similar competitions] are extremely 
labor and time intensive, and 
[EnergyTech UP] is a great introduction 
to this sector”

84%
reported increased 

interest in an energy 
career 

(up from 73% in 2022) 

90%
reported increased 

knowledge of skills required 
for technology 

commercialization 
(up from 79% in 2022) 

Describe EnergyTech UP in one word:

Based on 107 respondents from 2022/23 and 134 respondents from 2021/22.  
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• 600+ participants per year

• 300+ teams from 150+ collegiate 
institutions already, more to be 
added in 2024.

• 47 states + DC + 3 U.S. territories.

• Many regional conveners, 50+ 
judges annually, other viewers to 
see your solutions. 

Images taken at the final event at the Energy Thought Summit in Austin, TX
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• Highlighted energy technologies with 
business potential.

• Access to Energy I-Corps educational 
materials.

• Expert mentorship from DOE and/or lab staff.

• Example presentations from past 
competitions. 

• Industry connections.

• Live comments, questions, and feedback 
from judges for all teams. 

• Opportunity to hear other student pitches and 
learn from their ideas. 

• Cash prizes.

Images taken at the final event at the Energy Thought Summit in Austin, TX



Creating Market Pathways for Laboratory Research 

The Energy I-Corps program is a specialized training curriculum 
intended to:

• Increase the number of national laboratory-developed 
technologies that are transferred into commercial development 
or industry agreements.

• Train national laboratory researchers to better understand the 
commercialization process and private sector needs.

• Transform national laboratory culture to value commercialization 
and entrepreneurial activities.
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• Business model canvas
• Customer discovery 

process
• Ecosystem
• Customer segments 
• Value propositions
• Direct market feedback.

• 12,000+ stakeholder 
interviews

• 20+ startups
• ~$140M in post-program 

funding.

Program Highlights through Cohort 13



• In 2023: 
• ~80% of teams competing regionally leveraged a technology developed at 

their institution for their business plan, and ~20% of teams used a Lab 
Partnering Service technology.
• 50+ industry leaders served at judges, sharing their perspectives & 

insights with student teams.
• A survey of competing students showed that students found the program’s 

networking, business plan development, pitch practice, and learning from 
others as the most valuable aspects of participation. 



• National Lab-developed technologies via the 
Lab Partnering Service.

• Nearly 2,000 technologies available for license 
from DOE’s National Labs are summarized. 

• It may be possible to engage with inventors at 
labs.

• https://labpartnering.org/
• https://energytechup.labpartnering.org/

for about 150 highlighted technologies. 

Laura Burke, Information Architect, OTT

https://labpartnering.org/
https://energytechup.labpartnering.org/


• Different areas of study were 
represented, with some STEM 
students learning more about 
business and entrepreneurship & 
some business students learning 
more about energy. 
• Different educational levels of 

student participants, with success 
achieved at all levels.

• We have added an undergraduate-
only bonus prize in this year’s 
program.

Based on a feedback survey of 107 respondents
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• Prize Administrator screens all completed 
registrations for eligibility. 

• Price Administrator reviews eligible submissions 
according to evaluation criteria shown in Rules 
to make final selection of competing teams.

• Competing teams are then assigned to regional 
convener Explore Event. 

• Last year we had 184 teams, this year we can 
support up to 225 teams presenting, we don’t 
expect this phase to be a large downselect.
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2024 
Explore 
Events
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• ~15 regions across the U.S.
• ~12-15 teams per region.
• ~3-5 industry judges per region.
• 3 Explore Event dates:

• East – Feb. 27 from ~2–5:30 p.m. ET
• Central – Feb. 28 from ~2–5:30 p.m. CT
• West – Feb. 29 from ~2–5:30 p.m. PT
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• Program office staff watch 
recorded regional pitches.
• Up to 1 finalist identified for 

each Bonus Prize.
• Finalists win $3,000 each and are 

invited to the Refine and Pitch 
Phases of the competition.



• NREL will create the Zoom links.

• Conveners secure judges.

• Begin around 2 p.m. ET/CT/PT.

• Expect about 3.5 Hours.

• Could be less if fewer than 15 
teams per region.

• Only decide Regional Finalist and 
Undergraduate-Only Semifinalist this 
year, not all the Bonus Prize finalists.

• NREL staff will be available for every 
region’s breakout room/session.

Regional Convener Name Regional 
Explore Event

Rice Alliance for Technology and Entrepreneurship

Central – Feb 28
Evergreen Climate Innovations 
Grid Catalyst
University of Kentucky with the Circular Venture Lab
Russell Center for Entrepreneurship (RICE) Atlanta
Florida High Tech Corridor

East – Feb 27Wilton E. Scott Institute for Energy Innovation at Carnegie Mellon University
Cleantech Open Northeast, NECEC
Research Triangle Cleantech Cluster
Urban Futures Lab, New York University
CleanTech San Diego/UC San Diego

West – Feb 29

University of Arizona Center for Innovation
Clean Energy Institute - University of Washington
Colorado School of Mines, McNeil Center for Entrepreneurship & 
Innovation with WY Ranch
Cold Climate Housing Research Center, NREL, Alaska



• All student finalists will present and compete for bonus and national prizes.
• Free access to the entire Energy Thought Summit will be provided, though 

you are responsible for your own travel and lodging costs. 
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Full video of national pitches is available online: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wt_lk6u4p5M
Interview with ReLi (2nd place national winner: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vC6esmakWJ0&list=PLDnyxu9YaAUvvD-UaCCKP0qdCjF_YY86G&index=5
Interview with Icorium (3rd place national winner): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xJT9fNXZvrc&list=PLDnyxu9YaAUvvD-UaCCKP0qdCjF_YY86G&index=8

Images taken at the final event at the Energy Thought Summit in Austin, TX

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wt_lk6u4p5M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vC6esmakWJ0&list=PLDnyxu9YaAUvvD-UaCCKP0qdCjF_YY86G&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xJT9fNXZvrc&list=PLDnyxu9YaAUvvD-UaCCKP0qdCjF_YY86G&index=8




First…
• “Follow” the prize on HeroX.
• Read the Rules and determine how you want to participate.
• Spread the word using our “Promo Pack” of resources.
• Build your team.

Then…
• Explore energy technologies, especially at 

https://labpartnering.org and more specifically, 
https://energytechup.labpartnering.org.

• Click “Solve this challenge” and submit a “Register” entry by 
Feb. 1, 2024!

Photo courtesy of the EnergyTech UP 2022 University of Minnesota Twin 
Cities Ba-Tech Recycling Solutions Team 

http://www.labpartnering.org/
https://energytechup.labpartnering.org/


https://www.herox.com/EnergyTechUP/resources

• Social posts.
• Newsletter content.
• Flyer.
• Web cards and graphics.
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Herox.com/energytechup



Herox.com/energytechup



Questions?
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OTT.EnergyTechUP@nrel.gov

[I learned] How to be more optimistic about 
global warming - it can be an opportunity to 

create a more sustainable and equitable future.
-Student Participant

[I learned how] Working with people of different technical skill 
sets really gave a different feel to the project. I like that it 

gives less focus to the technical side, but emphasizes 
practicality in implementation. It really gives people who 

aren't specialized in engineering or scientific topics a chance 
to make an impact and learn more about sustainability.

-Student Participant


